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∂D
∂t

+ u∇D = f(χ)

Any quantity can (e.g. damage ) be advected in an Eulerian Framework following:

But it comes with substantial 
numerical diffusion…

Source term :  χ(σ, D)

Another solution is to use a Semi-Lagrangian Framework, following a particle 
(damage defined at a node) trajectory ( ) over time ⃗r

Track the transport of the particle

-dt 

position 

  ⃗r = ∑
i

⃗ri

Current Position
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Here the source term can be expressed as

To track the evolution of the particle 
given  f(χ)

The evolution of damage over time and space can finally be calculated 
following

                     Principle of the semi-Lagrangian Method

Track the transport of the particle

Current Position

-dt 

position 

  It(χ)
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Track the transport of the particle

Advection - Diffusion

Semi-Lagrangian

Elmer: Semi-Lagrangian Advection



Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer

The semi-Lagrangian Solver
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Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer

The semi-Lagrangian Solver

Particles can be defined at:

1. Node

2. Element 

3. Integration point

4. Discontinuous Galerkin nodes

For transient simulations, particles should be reinitialised 
every timestep… longer the timestep lesser the interpolation 
error

More internal timestep intervals give an overall better results 
but is also more expensive (5-10 has been a good number for 
test cases)

Timestep (external) can be fixed to the simulation timestep
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Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer

The semi-Lagrangian Solver

Timestep can be fixed to unisotropic current number:  

   


The internal timestep is defined as a portion   of the time 
needed to cruise over the element (i.e. characteristic time)

c =
uΔt
Δx

⇒ Δt = cΔx/u

c

computes it for x,y,z direction and makes 
different time different directions
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Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer

The semi-Lagrangian Solver

The gradient of the velocity can be accounted for to 
improve the internal particle trajectory 


The velocity variable (or flow solution) will define the trajectory 
of the particles
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Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer

The semi-Lagrangian Solver

-dt 

position 

  It(χ)

Particle time reverse is the keyword 
allowing the solver to go back in time and 
then reverse time to compute the source 
forward in time

The dummy value is the value of the Particle 
Time Integrator (evolving) over the 
integration

Current Position
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Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of DamageThe semi-Lagrangian Solver

External variables can be defined.


Some internal variables can be called, such as the 
particle time/path integral, particle displacement, 
particle velocity, particle status,…


Some are useful to check that everything is working 
fine!

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer  10



Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of DamageThe semi-Lagrangian Solver

 The Semi-Lagrangian Solver in Elmer

Solver correction

Non-zero 
normal velocity

zero normal 
velocity

Check that you have this on, especially if you 
work with unrelaxed surfaces
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Elmer: Semi-Lagrangian Advection

                     Principle of the semi-Lagrangian Method

Simulations with Particle Reinitialization at each timestep

More reinitialisation > More reinterpolation > Less accuracy

Number of time steps for a full rotation

Diffusion of the disc

After each re-interpolation of 

the particles



Mitre Lovenbreen, Svalbard
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 Application to ice age

You need a fresh Elmer repository:

Present in both Elmer and ElmerIce 
since Thomas merge (early 
November)
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Reconstruct the past ice sheet 

i.e. build a 1996 ice sheet state 
(Original idea from de Rydt et al., 2020) 

Bedmachine correction with 
observed dhdt (IceSat1-2 gives us 
the trend over 2003-2019)

Surface velocity observations are 
very good for the Amundsen sea 
back in 1996

We can compare the reconstructed 
grounding line to observations. 


Simulate the ice sheet with damage 

Trend of dhdt, surface velocity and 
grounding line migration

Comparison with : 


damage observation

Inverted damage (data 
assimilation)

Pine 

Island

Cosgrove

Thwaites

Crosson

Dotson
3D stokes model 

10 (slow inland regions ) – 1 km (GL vicinity) 
10 layers

Ice temperature from Van Liefferinge et al. (2013), 
updated in 2019

Surface mass balance from MAR

Ocean melt parametrized to have a steady and 
undamaged ice sheet in 1996

The semi-Lagrangian Solver

 Application to damage  15
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σ I

Principal Stress I

Damage (crevasses, rifts,…) creates where 
the extensional stress is large enough:

χ < 0

χ > 0

damaging 

Healing 

(e.g. Krug et al., 2014, Sun et al. 2017)

χ(σI, σth, D) =
σI

1 − D
− σth + pwχ(σI, σth, D) =

σI

1 − D
− σth

with    and   a minimal threshold.D ∈ [0,1[ σth

Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 Application to damage

The semi-Lagrangian Solver
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Damage reconstruction by 

data assimilation for the year 2018 Damage evolution over 1996-2004 


assuming no damage


(Set of parameters :  ,     and no healing)σth = 0.20 B = 0.5

Observed speed change 
from 1996 to 2018

Model speed change  
from 1996 to 2004

Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 Application to damage

The semi-Lagrangian Solver



Amundsen Sea Sector : The impact of Damage

 Conclusions

The semi-Lagrangian Solver

The solver works as expected in 2D serial simulations 


Some bugs remain to fix for 3D parallel simulations


Please reach us if you still have issues


The “precision” of the semi-Lagrangian method increases with the size of the timestep 
(opposite to classical advection method)… 


See how we can combine this with recent work on “increasing the larger possible timestep” 



